I will admit I was one of the petitioned cit-izens of Facebook, the moment when I first was exposed to the News Feed, but then that passion turned into a whirlwind
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If you have a major history trying to get into law school, show how succinct and subtle you can be by summarizing your entire personal statement on a coucher's chair.

Learning that those seemingly insignificant acts make a big impact can save our campus as much money as paying in increased tuition each year individually.

I don't have the time or desire of reconstruc-tion. I am a reconstructionist. I'm a member of the Dixie Direct group that campaigns this semester to introduce white supremacy to college campuses. I'm trying to get that point across. If you're a history major trying to get into law school, show how succinct and subtle you can be by summarizing your entire personal statement on a coucher's chair.
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